Since the birth of the automated karyotyping systems by the aid of computers, building a fully automated chromosome analysis system has been an ultimate goal. Along with many other challenges, automating chromosome classification and segmentation has been a major challenge especially due to overlapping and touching chromosomes. The earlier reported methods have limited success as they are sensitive to scale variations, computationally complex, use only color information in case of multispectral imaging and had challenges in segmentation. The proposed technique addresses the challenge of separating the touching chromosomes using initially the modified snake algorithm to disentangle the cluster of touching chromosomes from the metaphase image and then a greedy approach based on combinatorial computational geometry of the pixels on the boundary of the cluster is used to identify and resolve the set of touching chromosomes. Contribution and novelty of this work lies in the ability of the algorithm to successfully separate the clusters of any number of touching chromosomes. System performance was tested and analyzed using a variety of metaphase images exhibiting various levels of touching chromosomes giving an overall accuracy of 100 % for resolving the cluster with 2 touching chromosomes and 95 % for separating a cluster of 3, 4 touches. The overall time was 2.4 seconds.
INTRODUCTION
Human chromosome analysis is an essential task in cytogenetics, especially in prenatal screening and genetic syndrome diagnosis, cancer pathology research and environmentally induced mutagen dosimetry [1, 4] . Metaphase is the stage of cell division at which the chromosomes are most suitable for analysis. [2, 3, 5] . A normal human diploid cell contains 22 pairs of chromosomes, autosomes of classes 1-22 and 2 sex chromosomes, either XX or XY. The karyotype displays chromosomes in standard positions based on their length, centromeric index and band pattern as seen in figure 1.
The process of manual karyotyping is usually carried out by expert clinicians who initially identifies each chromosome in the picture using hierarchical chromosome identification and then finally using expert knowledge view the pictures, identify the chromosomes, cut and place them in their specified locations in the karyotype and classifies them into smaller groups [3] . The visual inspection is thus tedious, time consuming, laborious and an expensive procedure. Hence, many attempts have been made to automate the process of karyotyping [5, 10] . Automated Karyotyping systems allows countless clinical advantages such as interactive and graphical environment, faster in the accomplishment of the samples, allowing quality printing, being self explanatory, better interpretation of the image, and it still makes possible the storage of the information in a database for future analysis [15] .
The results of the automated systems though encouraging, have limited success, still needing human interaction. This is mainly due to non rigid nature of chromosomes thus requiring special to separate touching and overlapping chromosomes. Methods described in the literature for the separation of touching chromosomes include various segmentation methods, such as thresholding or region growing, heuristic search edge linking methods and shape decomposition method that uses fuzzy subset theory and trainable shape models. But these general methods have reported to give inferior results, are sometimes sensitive to scale variation, computationally complex or depend highly on the curvature and fail in case of cluster [16] [17] [18] .Another greater reported disadvantage of fuzzy based method is that it also yields erroneous decomposition of single chromosomes in cases of bent chromosomes or when the contraction near the centromere is too sharp [6, 7] . In mid of 1990s, Multicolor fluorescence in-situ hybridization (MFISH), a multispectral combinatorial labeling technique in which minimum of five fluorophores are used to stain each chromosome was a boon for the automated karyotyping systems [8, 11] . MFISH provides color karyotyping by assigning a pseudo colour to each pixel based on the spectral combination, thus making possible easy identification of each chromosome. The touching cases can be easily discerned when the pixel memberships are presented by two distinct colours as in MFISH. Colour information is itself sufficient for the segmentation of the chromosomes but when only colours are used, touchings and overlaps of the same kinds of chromosomes cannot be segmented and segmentation accuracy highly relies on initial pixel classification. The maximum likelihood decomposition methods for MFISH had limited success in separation of touching chromosomes [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Thus resolving the touches and overlaps in a metaphase image is still an open issue and a major hindrance in the development of automated karyotyping systems due to scale variation, computational complexity , segmentation challenges and also because only color information is used in MFISH Imaging. 
PROPOSED APPROACH
In this paper, a novel and an efficient approach for separating the touching chromosomes by using computational geometry is proposed. The basic steps in this approach are Segmenting the cluster of touching chromosomes from the metaphase image using a modified snake algorithm Detection of pixels on the boundary of the cluster Finding the touching point /points between two or more chromosomes in the cluster.
Connecting the boundary of the chromosomes at the touching pixels found
Problem formulation:
The problem of automatically karyotyping a metaphase image is devised by defining C i as the set of all pixels belonging to class i. since there are 24 classes of chromosomes, each non background pixel may be classified as one of the 24 classes [12] . Here in this approach, the problem of separating the touching chromosome is formulated as to find the potential touching points and then cutting the chromosome t that point. This problem is modeled as a geometric query problem of combinatorial computational geometry where the target is finding the closest pair of points. In geometric query problems, commonly known as geometric search problems, the input consists of two parts: the search space part and the query part, which varies over the problem instances. The search space typically needs to be preprocessed, in a way that multiple queries can be answered efficiently [20] . The closest pair of points problem or closest pair problem is a problem of computational geometry: given n points in metric space, find a pair of points with the smallest distance between them.
In the problem of separating the touching chromosomes, the "n" points are the pixels on the boundary of the cluster. To find the touching points in the cluster, the distances between all the n (n − 1) / 2 pairs of points must be computed and finally the pair with the smallest distance is selected as the touching point. The same can be described as : minDist = infinity for each p in P:
In our application, choice of distance is Manhattan distance because it requires less computations compared to Euclidean distance. This distance measure required for the comparison need not be very accurate and is more of a relative comparison thus the easier and the measure requiring less time and processing is chosen. The Manhattan distance, d 1 , between two vectors p, q, in an ndimensional real vector space with fixed Cartesian coordinate system, is the sum of the lengths of the projections of the line segment between the points onto the coordinate axes and is stated as: [21] 
Segmentation using modified snakes algorithm:
The reported limitation in active shape models using snake algorithm problem is when trying to locate the contour of an object which has boundary concavity no snake is able to move into the concavity to find the counter. The reason that the snake did not stop sooner is that new points keep being inserted in the horizontal stretch above the cavity. These new points move out to the sides and snake never converges according to stopping criteria and unable to move in cavity. This behavior is caused by a combination of the snake"s internal energies and the image energy. Image energy pulls the snakes downwards and the elastic energy keeps the snake from stretching. This is shown in figure 2 . [22] . Chromosomes are non rigid structures and so shape variability is natural. Moreover in this particular case of resolving the clusters of touching chromosomes, high degree of boundary concavity is expected and the original snake algorithm will be inefficient to segment the cluster. We propose a modification in the snake algorithm as highlighted in algorithm, figure 3 to successfully overcome this limitation.
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Evaluation of the potential touching points and disentangling the touching chromosomes:
Upon the successful separation of the cluster of touching chromosomes, the Manhattan distance between every pixel on the boundary and "nth" particular pixel is calculated. Image distances graph for one such pixel, which is actually the touch point of the chromosomes is shown in figure 4 . Two pixels with the minimum distance between them will be the touch points of the chromosome and will have to be cut so to disentangle the touching chromosomes. Here the average width is heuristically taken as "2". Thus the point under consideration and the point having distance less than the average width are connected. A cluster may have any number of touches and any number of chromosomes so the problem is dealt as a local search and not global which would have resulted in always searching out only one touch point. Check if any distance is less than the threshold (t).
Join the two points between which the distance was less than the average width.
Traverse clockwise from the previous snake point checking for a neighbourhood pixel having the same pixel intensity as the present snake point.
Set new snake point co-ordinates as those of the next equal intensity point found. 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Data Base:
System performance was tested and analyzed using a variety of metaphase images exhibiting various levels of touching chromosomes The data base used to test the proposed approach contains metaphase images from Publically available database from BioImLab, Laboratory of Biomedical Imaging, department of Information Engineering, University of Padova, Italy, which has the original metaphase images and their respective karyotyptes available for testing and verifying the results. Denanath Mangeshkar Hospital and Research Centre"s genetic laboratory The images are acquired by conventional photography using Evolution™ VF color cooled camera. photography using Evolution™ VF color cooled camera. Magnification factor for microscope is 1000X. The gray scale resolution of the resulting digitized pictures was set to 256 levels. Features of camera are High Resolution 1.4 pixel sensor, 12 bit digitization, 165fps maximum frame rate and ROI (Region of Interest). Chromosomes were manually segmented and karyotyped by an expert in the genetic laboratory. These karyotyped images were used as ground truth to test the accuracy of the proposed approach
Experiments
The Assuming that chromosomes and clusters of chromosomes form shapes with long contours, the high level noise removal is achieved by deleting objects having relatively short counters.
In the approach to find the closest pair of pixels which are the candidates for the touching points, neighbouring pixels were likely to be identified as the potential touching points because the neighbouring pixels will obviously be the nearest one with the minimum distance between them.
To avoid the neighbouring pixels on the boundary to get identified as the touching points, the distance from the ten pixels on the either side of the nth pixel are neglected and the image distance matrix is computed for all the remaining pixels on the boundary. 
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel and an efficient approach for separating the touching chromosomes by using computational geometry is proposed. The proposed technique initially uses the modified snake algorithm to disentangle the cluster of touching chromosomes from the metaphase image and then a greedy approach based on combinatorial computational geometry of the pixels on the boundary of the cluster is used to identify and resolve the set of touching chromosomes. Contribution and novelty of this work lies in
The ability of the modified snake algorithm to successfully separate the clusters of chromosomes with boundary concavity. Successfully separating the clusters of any number of touching chromosomes. The algorithm is independent on the scale variations and is not computationally complex Since the problem is modeled as a query based problem where the search space is fixed, the computational complexity for this class of problems is usually estimated by the time and space required . The time required is 2.4 sec. Moreover the algorithm is also capable of separating the touching chromosomes in MFISH images of the same class. because colour is not use to resolve the touches. The details are summarized in Table 1 . The algorithm outperforms even in critical cases of the cluster with 4 and more number of touching chromosomes in it and has also decomposed all the clusters with two touching chromosomes in it. But because the threshold of the distance is heuristically selected to be 2 , in one case wherein the chromosomes were actually not touching but were very close to each other was also identified as touching and the closest point boundaries were connected. This is shown in figure 5 . The two chromosomes are not touching but are at a distance of one pixel from each other but the algorithm erroneously joins the two points. Similar two cases of three touching chromosomes also failed for the same reason. This work contributes in addressing one of the major challenges of separating the touching chromosomes in automated karyotyping systems. Our further work will address the issue of separating the overlaps in the gray and the MFISH chromosome images. 
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